AGRICULTURAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL PLANT SCIENCE

Courses
Graduate courses carry numbers from 500 to 699 and 800 to 899. Advanced undergraduate courses numbered between 400 and 499 may be used to meet some graduate degree requirements when taken by graduate students. Courses below the 400 level may not. A graduate student may register for or audit these courses in order to make up deficiencies or to fill in gaps in previous education but not to meet requirements for an advanced degree.

Agricultural and Environmental Plant Science (AEPS) Course List (https://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/graduate/aeps/)
Agronomy (AGRO) Course List (https://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/graduate/agro/)
Horticulture (HORT) Course List (https://bulletins.psu.edu/university-course-descriptions/graduate/hort/)